
Our struggle, is universal, is historical, and 
it’s about our existence..

Our struggle is universal, is historical, and it’s about our existence, 
as a being and human species, against a system which at first is 
living  on us, and second is destroy our existence in its process..

Total negation to this system of relationship is the only answer of
Human community to its own historical enslavement and its 
permanent degeneration! This is the only escape root! There is 
not anther alternative!

So, those expressions and organizations , such as “right” or  “leftist”,
“political” or “economical”,  “immediate” or “long-term”, “local” or 
“ otherwise”, “individual right” or “ collective democratic”…. Has 
nothing to do with our struggle, but has everything to do with our 
enemy interest, it’s force of influence and manipulation, its 
domination  ….

The universal antagonism between life, humanity, living beings… 
and the law of capital development is that capital see, treat and use 
all its living beings as its “food”, as “energy” and a sources of its 
appetite for universal accumulation ( both as capital and as power 
over life! ), universal accumulation/ domination ( is that take 
everything he able to get/ digest , and reproduce/represent / dictate 
itself as an only universal “being/force”.. ) is a main driving motive  
of capital invitation/war/progress against life/humanity!

For life, living habitat and organisms.. to flourish and develop,  for 
social beings, its common functions and interactions, to be develop, 



for HUMANITY to be universal and “free”  from slavery… than we 
must finish with property, power, capital system ! A system of 
domination! Of exploiting, organizing, directing and controlling 
fragmented life, reshaping and directing living humanity under its 
command in the frame  of permanent war of its domination(keep 
going, developing , expanding and … itself)  and its negation to 
universal humanity( that is to say first minimizing and 
reconstructioning the level of humanity which is living on and can 
not exist without it , and not able to tolerant it is existence in the 
same time! And also both preventing any level of escaping/living  
(independent/social/organic...) humanity from its commend (live 
outside it’s domination) and preventing of universal humanity 
(human community) to develop itself under his eyes!)   .. this system
,his existence and domination, is a negation to human community! 

Capital is a repetitive system of never ending extraction, 
accumulation, manipulation and control! That is his process of its 
both development and domination in and above life! That is its 
universal power in using and organizing everything ( life, humanity, 
society...) in the frame and direction of its universal progress (never 
ending in itself!) and domination!

Digitalization of life , is a modification, commodification , 
valorization,  and capitalization of you, of your entire life  ( as a  
social/biological /functional being). Digitalizaton is a technological 
application/development  of wage labor! The Labor is your life, 
your submission, your readiness to be valorize ( including 
enslavement and death)…  and your wage is your “ credit/ 
permission, able to access …” to function and stay a live! Your 
worth living is totally depends of how much/for how long/ capital
use you and extract value from you stay alive!  When you are not



value to capital anymore, than your life is finish! Plain and 
simple!

Digital centralization of our life in the Digital wallet of cap[ital/value/ 
state! Our entire life in the wallet/ use/mercy  of the State

Digitalization of life , is a modification, commodification , 
valorization,  and capitalization of you, of your entire life  ( as a  
social/biological /functional being). Digitalizaton is a 
technological application/development  of wage labor! The 
Labor is your life, and the wage is your “ right/credit/ 
permission…” to stay a live!

Total negation to this system of relationship, of Valurezation of 
life, is the only answer of Human community to its own 
historical enslavement and its permanent degeneration! This is 
the only escape root! There is not anther alternative!



“ Smart contact lenses are being developed to monitor glucose 
levels and could eliminate the daily blood sugar pinprick for people 
with diabetes. You could even have an artificial lens implanted in 
your eye to correct your vision, but such lenses could also one day 
record everything you see. Bluetooth-equipped electronic pills  are 
being developed to monitor the inner workings of your body, but 
they could eventually broadcast what you've eaten or whether you've
taken drugs. And while you can restore hearing with a cochlear 
implant, be aware that it could log data on the audio
environment surrounding you.…”  Mary Lee,  RAND Center ,

 October 15, 2018

 Interface pill- electronic pills 

Bill in 2020 
interview: “over 20 
to 1 return, that is a 
strong number 
compered with 
anything else ” 
profit! This in In 
2019!  by targeting 
and using the 
global population 
as a “ its battle 
ground” ! how 
about now?! How 
about …..  from 
Bill Gates Deleted 
Documentary

 This “strong empirical impulses” ( Dr Martin), beside impulses of 
power of superiority to own the world and privatize life on it, is the 
motor of super rich!  



The entire money making class are proud of Bill actions and 
achievements

To gain back life/universe/ human community and everything else 
with it, we must not be food/energy, lab .. of capital progress! We 
must brake its force and end its universal antagonism! We must 
starve capital to death and kill its motive! We must kill superiority of
capital/Money/capitalist/Lord over life by killing its existence!

Adapting/submitting to capital development, following its power and
loosing ourselves and detach from life(organic/common) in its 
process , walking with capital to our Owen mincing process , 
excepting work/money related submission, vaccine and digital toxic 
and control, submitting to “anti-life and anti-common” way of 
functioning (living as abstract, partial, acceptance and submissive, 
enslavement of Media, Dead style type of “living”...  ), feeding and 
allowing capital/State to develop its universalism (its total negation 
to life..) is only destraction and self scarifies to us and reinforcing 
capital/ Money/Lord  superiority for to dictate more its nature and its

atrocity!



“ Emmanuel Macron pushes on with assisted-dying bill: he has 
said that he will propose a bill legalising “aid in dying” for
terminally ill people.” final nail on your life!

They dictate themselves on  us, their system is poisoning us, 
exploiting us, do live experiment on us, disable us, diminish our 
life, takeaway everything we ever have, and help us to die and 
reuse our body as well...! total control and Complete  journey of 
of our enslavement life!

“Internet of the body”:Transforming us into digital factory. Invest capital inside us!
Transforming our life into capital!

Capital live on us! We are its food! So, We must start our movement 
with starving capital to death, by rejecting him! By do not give 
him anything he want, he dictate, he fabric ate…. 



Giving yourself to capital, Contributing, feeding and participating in 
its development ( through giving your life to it, your innovation to 
making profit and dictate its mass murders,  your mind to be 
unconscious, and believing its Ideologies and concepts, methods and
platforms .. all of these only strength and superior its power more.., 
only capitalize/ modified/ destruct the whole life even feather ..

“ “ The Internet of Bodies, or IoB, is actually an ecosystem. It's a bunch of devices 
that are connected to the Internet that contain software and that either collect 
personal health data about you or can alter the body's function. We think of the 
Internet of Bodies as this collection of all these devices, as well as all the data that 
the devices are gathering about you. And in health care, Internet of Bodies has been
around for quite a while. With the advent of the Internet, it makes a lot of sense to 
connect your pacemaker to the Internet so that your doctor can be automatically 
notified if something weird happens, if there's an anomaly. It's natural in a lot of 
ways to want to understand more about your body, how it functions, how well it's 
doing.”

“ There are pills now that have an electronic sensor that let a health care provider 
know whether you have taken the medication. Other things, like precision 
medicine, so precision medicine is the idea of creating pharmaceuticals or treatment
specifically for your body, for your personalized treatment. And I think could really
help with that because nowadays a lot of health care is based more on average 
reactions, whereas with data from devices, you might be able to really more 
precisely treat a certain disease.”  Mary Lee, Mathematician; Fellow, RAND Center 
for Global Risk and Security

Digital ID expected until 
2026. 
Are you a number? 
Defend yourself! NOW



Under capital domination everything is capitalized. Development of 
capital it is a capitalization of life and nature!

To gain back our life, to leave this type of submissive way of 
“living”, to end class society for one and all, we must kill this 
system and liberate humanity from it!

So the destruction of capital power, capital as a universal system, 
capital as a dead cage for living birds, is in itself a process of  
liberating  all living forces (all birds in its cage !) which formalized, 
stored, accumulated, privatized, stagnated, been capitalized, and 
drive by capital relationship… it is a true liberation of  bio-life and 
universal humanity!

Our enemy is not tools, organic knowledge, innovations and 
technology for humanity, but is a capitalization of them ( of life, 
knowledge, energy and innovations...) for capital itself against 
humanity!

Our enemy is who own them/ us! it is the power of ownership! 
and what they do with us! Our enemy is capitalism . Its 
capitalization/ elimination of our-life and entire humanity!

Our struggle, is universal, is historical, and 
it’s about our existence..

Total negation to this system of relationship is the only answer of
Human community to its own historical enslavement and its 
permanent degeneration! This is the only escape root! There is 
not anther alternative!
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